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Negative Differential Mobility and Drift velocity overshoot
in Single Quantum Well of AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs Heterostructure

K. Miyatsuji, H. Tanimoto and C. Hamaguchi

Department of Electronics, Faculty of Engineering, osaka university

Suita City, 0saka, 565 Japan

Monte Carlo simulation of hot electron transport in a quantum wellAlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs is made to clarify the drift velocity overshoot and steady statedrift velocity versus electric fiel<i relation. Conduction band discontinuities at theL- and X-points are estimated from the energy band calculation. Electronic subbandsare calculated self-consiste-ntly and used for the simulation. _ _Results are given forGaAs-well width of 500A and electron sheet densiry of lxlUL2cm-2 
-^r-itr. 

Drifrvelocity overshoot of 1O8crn/srappears,at about 0.7ps at 1okv/crn. The maximum steadystate drift ve1-ocity is 2.6x10/cm/s and negative differential mobility appears.

5 1. Introduction
Heterojunction devices have received a

considerable attention because of their high speed
operat j_on and various applications. Ilowever,
their high field characteristics are known only a
little from the point of both experimental and
theoretical aspects. This is mainl_y due to the
:'acts that electrons populate several subbands,
resulting in a complicated situation to analyze
the transport properties and that treatment of the
scattering processes of the two-dimensional (2D)
electrons is not well established. Inoue pointed
out that high field transport properties of two_
dimensional electrons are affected strongly by the
subband structure of the quantized 

"lectrorrs. 
l)

sasa et al. estimated the mobilities of electrons
in an asymretric single quantum well from Hall
effect and Shubnikov-de Haas

found that the mobility of the
at the normal interface is larger than that at the
inverted interface reflecting an importance of the
impurity scattering for 1ow field nobility.2)
Very simplified Monte Carlo simulations have been

? /,\
reported r-'-' where the electrons with the energy
exceeding the AlGaAs barri.er and the electrons in
the L-valleys are three dimensional in HEMT

structure. lvlonte carlo simulations of 2D elect,rons
i.n Si inversion layers have been reported by
Terashim. 

"t "1.5)
In this paper

measurements, and

electrons localized

we report for the first time

c-4-2

are t\,/o-dinensional and that the electron transfer
from the f-va1ley subbands to the L-val1ey
subbands results in differential negati.ve
nobility. In additi_on the overshoot is very
large, reaching about lO8cm/s at 0.7ps at lOkV/cm
and at 77K.

52. Energy Band Diagram

Energy band structures of GaAs and AlGaAs can

be calculated
pseudopotenti-a1

method .6 '7) rn

by using the empirical_
++method or kp perturbation

the present work we used the
pseudopotential method and obtained the energy
gaPs Ur=t.415eV' EfL=0.31eV, and Er"=0.38eV for
GaAs and Er=2,0eV, E'L=O.30eV, and Er*=0.l4eV for
Al*Gar_*As (><=0.3). trrlhen hre assume the conduction
band disconti-nuity 0.3eV at the f -point we obtai_n
the conduction band discontinuity AEr=0.29eV and

AE*=O.06eV. 0n the other hand experimental
R)

results"' indi.cate the band discontinuity
AE'=O.leV and AE*=-0.05eV for AEr=0.3eV. Because

of the anbiguity of the calculations and
experimental daLa we choose AEr=0.3eV, AEr=Q.2eV
and AE"=0.15eV. The following caleulations are
not lnfluenced so much even if we choose different
values. It should be pointed out that the
scattering probabilities between 2D electron
states and 3D electron states cannot be calculated
because of the lack of the knowl_edge of the third
k-vector, k", which is unknoum for the electrons
quantized in the z-direction. In additionthat the electrons transferred into the L-vallevs
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quantizaLion of the electrons appears only when

the conduction band discontinuity AE>0.leV for
500A well. Theref ore j.n the present work we

choose AE--=O.15eV.
2l

We calculated the electronie subbands in f-,
L- and X-valleys using the method reported

o 1n 11)elsewhere.r' Lvt ' Assuming that all the
electrons populate in the f-valley subbandsr w€

obtained the subband energies" wave functions and

the population of Lhe electrons. These

calculatj.ons determine the energy band bending at
the f-point and thus at the L- and X-points.

93. Scattering Probabilities of 2D Electrons
I^le proceed calculations of the scaetering

probabilities of 2D electrons using the results of
12)Price. --' The wave function and energy of 2D

electrons in n-th subband in va11ey i are given by

In the case of acoustic phonon deformation
potential scattering we have

') 1,,
C ' = ED'q'/Zouqq (8)

and p is the

calculations

(r2)

(14)

where D is the deformation potential
density of the material. After some

we obtain

vi_ = Fio(z)exp(it.i)

+ n2a2
E. (k) = 

- 
* E.r-n' 2*l r_n

where i ana i are the wavevector in
perpendicular to the z direction, and

E.r, are given by solving

-2 .2
t-= ?r* v(z)l r.rr(z) = E.or.rr(z).

2m{ dz'

Transition probability of an electron with phonon

emission or absorption from " "r"a" il., and energy
.+ +' ->E.m(kl) in the subband m to a state k, and Eio(kZ)

in the subband n is given by

wi,**n ttt 'trl
)nt + + t) + +

= ;l*r,o'.,(q) l- 6(E.n(k2) - E.m(kt) t h'oo) (4)

where the matrix element u] -- Cil isl_,mn

+ + ,n 
t1*1

utr,*oti) = e#)bot'RztQ .lf ,o,o(er) cq. (s)

.+++_+wir**r,(kr) = wi,r*n (kt) + wi,**n(lir)

D2koTmo*
= -;T/lrr'(') l2 lrrr,(z) 12 a"

nIT-g S1'

uIEir(t1)-Err,]
(e)

where S, is sound velocity and utEir(il)-Eirrl -is

the step functi-on, j.ndicating that the inter-
subband scattering occurs only when the total
energy of the electron E.n(t1) exceeds the subband

energy E .,r.
For polar opti.cal phonon scattering

n 2 - 
e2nt'rro,. I I .,

u.,'t 2eogt ' *_ 
"o'

K@eo are the static and optical
nts and finally we obtain
o; D<o

.2rro*f ,. 1 I rr I 1.,

"- t--- j[n^+-:.-J
8nh'eo Ko Ko Y Z z

, f2' t-'tt(Q) 
uuro a ; DZo (tt)

Here H.,o'rr(Q) is given by

Hi''"(Q) =" t 

.::,- 
'n'r,' 

,^','llt*t"'F 
in('z)

exp [-Q lzr-z2l) dzrdz,

o = kr2 - 1zn!/nz)(ui' Ei, , Erro) (13)

and

Q(0) = (kt2 * D - zkLf- 
"o"o)%

(1)

{2)

the plane

F.rr(z) and

(3)

where 
"oro 

and

dielectric consta

wi,r',(ir) 

{

Here phonon wave vector is { =

the phonon occupation nurnber and

tq = 1/ [exp(Eurq/kBT)-1] For intervalley phonon scattering we have

c^2 =ffi..2/zu.,p (15)q r-J r-J
ti,*r,(or) = /Fir(r)Fio(z) exp (!iq"z) d,z.

_+(Q,9r) and tq is

(6)

(7)
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and therefore the
by

+->ri*j rr*rr(kl)

\Dif io ,
\ili r_2Fzou, r-J

x u[ uro,(tr)

scattering probability is given regions of AlGaAs, one side with a spacer region
of 604 and the other side without a spacer region.
we considered the four l-owest electronic subbands

at each valley. Figure I represents the
calculated drift velocity as a function of the
electric field at 77K, where we find that the
maximum drift velocity is about 2.6xt}7 cm/s at 2

kV/cn and negative differential nobility appears
beyond this field. It is very interesting that
the ohmic mobili.ty is quite high and reaches gx1o4

t
cm-/Vs at 77K which is very close to the value we

measured in a sample with the same structure
described here. This means that the parameters of
the l-valley used in the present work are precise.
In Fig. 2 we present the occupation of the
electrons in the three valleys. Here we find that
electrons in the f-valley subbands decrease with
increasing the electri-c field and the eleccron
population in the L-valley subbands increases at
electric field beyond 2ky/cm. The population in
the X-va1ley is not appreciable and thus we can
neglect intervalley transfer to the X-valleys in a

sinplified case. This indicates also that the
energy band ordering at the X-point is not so

important in AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures. The

occupation of the electrons in the subbands in f-
and L-val1eys is shown in Fig. 3. At electric
f ields below 2kY /cm repopul_at j.on of electrons
occur within the subbands in the t-va11ey.

Figure 4 represents time evolution of the
drift velocity in uniform electric field l, 5 and

10 kV/cm at 77K, where the average drifr velocity
is shown. The maximum overshoot lOxl0/crn/s
appears at about 0.7ps. In order to clarify the
va1ley transfer of the electrons we plotted the
drift vel-ocities as a function of time in f-, L-
and X-valleys in Fig. 5 at lOkV/crn. We find in
Fig. 5 that the maximuur drift velocity in the f-
valley is about L4xtO7 cn/s which is much larger
than the maximum value reported in bu1k GaAs.

Such a high value seems to reflect that the
scattering probabiliries of 2D 

"l-""atorrlle quite
different from those of 3D electrons.

In Fig. 6 occupatlon of the electrons in the
three valleys is plotted as a function of time for
the case of 10kV/cn. Note that increase iir the
upper valley popul_ation corresponds to the point
where the drift velocity maximum occurs.

where n__ is the number of equivalent valleys, ttrr_.v a--'------ - ----r -' **ij
the intervalley phonon energy, Orj the energy
separation of the different valleys 

"nd E5n is the
n-th subband energy in the va11ey j.

At low electric fields impurity scattering is
very important. Here we used the results of price
for the impurity scattering screened by 2D

electrons.13) The result is given by

= kf- 1zn\/n\(Ein-Eim) < o

wi,t r(t1) =

ittr t lrr,{,) 121rrn<d12a.

ujr, - otj * uttjl (16)

r2n rt,tt (Q)
ro ra*rrmtPot

(t7)

where

ti,rn(Q)

= / Nd (zo) [ / r .o,(z) Frr, (z) exp (-Q l r-, ol > a"] 'u" o.
(18)

NU(zo) is donor distribution and

P = 
"2N"/reokuT. ( 1e)

4. Monte Carlo Simulation of 2D Electrons in a

Single Quantum tlel1
Using the results of the self-consistent

calculations we obtained the scattering
probabilities in a single quantum well
Al--Ga, _-as/CaAs/AI_-Ga., -_As (x=0.3, GaAs-wel1 widthx l-x x l-x
500A). The parameters used in the present
simulations are those reported by Littlejohn et
- 14)aL.- '' because electrons are nainly confined in

the GaAs-wel1 and thus their transport is
determined by the parameLers in GaAs. Energy band

parameters are given in 52. Donors of l*1018 
"r-3

are assumed to distribute uniformly in the barrj.er
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Fig. 4. Transient drift velocities in electric
f ield of 1, 5 and l0 kV/crn at 77K.
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